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Trump’s Choices. Russian Military has Concluded
that Washington is preparing a surprise Nuclear
Attack on Russia
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Donald Trump as President of the United States was humanity’s hope, or, I should say, the
hope of  that  part  of  humanity aware of  the danger inherent in provoking conflict  between
nuclear powers. For two decades, the Clinton, George W. Bush, and Obama regimes have
thrown sticks,  stones,  and  nasty  words  at  the  Russian  bear.  The  US has  broken and
withdrawn from security agreement after security agreement and has compounded the
threat that Russia sees by conducting war games on Russia’s borders, staging a coup in
Ukraine, a province of Russia for centuries, and by a continuous stream of false accusations
against Russia.

The result of this irresponsible, thoughtless, and reckless policy toward Russia was the
announcement a few weeks ago (ignored by the US media) by the Russian high command
that Russian military planners have concluded that Washington is  preparing a surprise
nuclear attack on Russia.

This is the most alarming event of my lifetime. Now that Washington’s criminally insane
have convinced Russia that Russia is in Washington’s war plans, Russia has no alternative
but to prepare to strike first.  

During the Cold War both sides received numerous false alarms of incoming ICBMs, but
because both sides were working to reduce tensions, the alarms were disbelieved. But today
with Washington having raised tensions so high, both sides are likely to believe the false
alarm. The next false alarm could bring the end of life on earth, and for this there is no one
to be blamed but Washington.

Trump’s  emphasis  on  normalizing  relations  with  Russia  was  a  great  relief  to  people
sufficiently  intelligent  to  understand  the  consequences  of  nuclear  war.  But  none  of  these
people are in Washington, the Democratic Party, the Republican Party, the military/security
complex, or among the presstitutes that pass for a media in America. All of these people
want to destroy Trump because he wants to make peace with Russia.

Of the 535 members of the House and Senate, 530 voted in support of a bill that violates
the separation of powers and prevents President Trump from removing sanctions on Russia.
As the vote is so overwhelming that it is veto proof, the White House has announced that
Trump will sign the bill, thus surrendering and giving up on his goal of restoring normal
relations with Russia.

The White House believes that as the bill is veto proof, all that Trump could achieve by a
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veto  is  to  prove  the  charges  that  he  is  a  Russian  agent  and  is  using  his  office  to  protect
Russia, and this could easily be turned into an impeachment proceeding.

However, there are things Trump could do, and since defusing the threat that Russia sees is
essential to the avoidance of war, it is imperative that Trump do everything he can to
prevent the military/security complex and its servants in Congress and the media from
locking America into deadly conflict with Russia.

As I wrote yesterday, Trump could take his case to the American people in a major speech
and point out that Congress is violating the separation of powers, hamstringing the power of
the presidency, and making it illegal for him to reduce the dangerous tensions that previous
administrations have created with a major nuclear power.

Trump could also tell Congress that their law is unconstitutional and that he won’t sign or
veto the bill, and if Congress persists he will take it to the Supreme Court.

Trump could also get on the telephone with the German politicians and corporate CEOs who
have denounced the sanctions as illegal and intended to serve US business interests at the
expense of Germany. He should tell them to force Merkel to announce that Germany will not
accept the sanctions. The EU leadership also denounces the sanctions. Trump, with a little
effort,  can  organize  so  much  European  opposition  that  he  can  tell  Congress  that  as  the
President of the United States he cannot permit a collection of mindless morons, which is
what Congress is, to destroy Washington’s empire by driving Europeans out of it. If Trump
can get the Europeans to act, he can defeat the bill, which is really nothing but Congress’
service to its political campaign contributors in the military/security complex and the US
energy industry.

Trump  is  a  fighter.  And  this  is  Trump’s  fight.  He  has  everything  to  gain  by  rising  to  the
challenge, and so do the rest of us. The entire world should get behind Trump as there is no
one else to defuse the tensions that are leading to nuclear war.

I have been amazed at the stupidity and mendacity of the American liberal-progressive-left,
who have fallen in line with the military/security complex’s effort to destroy Trump, because
peace with Russia takes away the orchestrated enemy so essential to the budget and power
of the military/security complex. Of course, America no longer has a left. The left has been
displaced by Identity Politics, a Zionist creation, as Gilad Atzmon explains in his books, that
is  proving  effective  in  destroying  the  goyim  by  teaching  them  to  hate  one  another.  In
Identity Politics, everyone is the victim of white heterosexual males, whom Identity Politics
defines as  misogynist,  racist,  homophobic  gun nuts—Hillary’s  “Trump deplorables.”  As  the
“deplorables” voted for Trump, the liberal-progressive-left hate Trump and are helping the
military/security complex destroy him even it it means nuclear war.
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As I predicted would be the case, Trump had no idea how to appoint a government that
would be on his side, and obviously failed completely. He is continually contradicted by his
UN ambassador,  his  Secretary of  State,  his  National  Security  Advisor,  his  Secretary of
Defense. Trump is alone in his government.

So,  he  might  as  well  fight.  Address  the  American  people.  Organize  the  angry  Europeans.
Take the fight to criminally insane Washington before the criminals destroy the world in war.

Already in the 21st century Washington has destroyed in whole or part seven countries,
producing millions of refugees who, together with immigrants claiming refugee status, are
altering  the  populations  of  European  countries  and  wiping  Europe  off  of  the  face  of  the
earth.   

This is Europe’s reward for being Washington’s vassal.

Trump should say to Europe: “It is time to tell Washington that you have had enough!”

If  Trump  doesn’t  fight  and  is  led  away  by  the  morons  advising  him  into  the  camp  of  the
ruling oligarchs, Trump, in order to perform in a leadership role will lead American wars
against the world. As a war leader he will be supported by the ruling oligarchy, and the
dumbshit liberal-progressives, having helped the military/security complex defeat Trump’s
initiative for peace with Russia, will have not a leg to stand on.

Here is my prediction. Trump’s personality compels him to be a leader. Trump, having been
defeated in his peace initiative by the military/security complex, the liberal-progressive-left,
the corrupt Democrats, the corrupt Republicans, and the whores who pass for a media will
regain leadership via wars and aggression against foreign enemies. 

Trump has already put illegal sanctions on Venezuela, hoping to overthrow Venezuelan
democracy and restore Washington’s rule through the small group of right-wing Spanish
who have traditionally dominated Venezuela.

Russia and China had a chance to come to Venezuela’s aid and to prevent the coming
overthrow of the democratically elected government by Washington, but both countries
lacked the necessary vision.  Once Washington overthrows the Venezuelan government,
Washington will overthrow the government in Ecuador and have Julian Assange’s diplomatic
asylum  revoked.  Once  Assange  is  tortured  into  claiming  that  Wikileaks  is  a
Russian/American organization financed by Donald Trump and Vladimir  Putin,  Assange will
be put to death, and the dumbshit Americans will cheer. Then Washington will overthrow
Bolivia and have a purge conducted in Brazil against all political leaders who are not on the
CIA’s payroll.  
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Then Washington will brand Russia and China “outlaw nations” and surrounded as they will
be  with  US  nuclear  missiles  and  ABM  sites,  Washington  will  demand  surrender  or
destruction.  

It all seems a fantasy, doesn’t it. But it is very real.
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